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ABSTRACT
The accurate development of material allowables is a fundamental aspect of any
successful engineering design. Successful testing and development of material properties will
lead to accurate analysis of a structure, and predictable behavior of the end design. However, in
some cases –especially for laminated composite materials – the overall behavior of a structure
cannot be predicted by small scale testing. One of the leading causes of this is that edge effects
have a larger influence on small specimens, leading to under-prediction of overall material
behavior.
An experimental study was conducted to investigate the influence of machining induced
surface damage, and the viability of multiple techniques to mitigate that damage in order to
produce coupon specimen results that are more representative of the behavior of a bulk laminate.
Coupon extraction was conducted utilizing a rotary diamond saw. Two edge treatments were
tested (application of a commercially available cyano-acrolate adhesive, and a commercially
available epoxy resin). A pair of laminates was tested; each was designed to be susceptible to
delamination at a known position.
Tensile testing showed that application of a cyano-acrolate edge treatment improves the
performance of narrow 30 degree specimens by a margin of 11%. A statistically significant
difference was not observed in 45 degree laminates, epoxy coated specimens, or wide specimens.
There was a statistically significant performance difference between narrow and wide specimens,
including edge treated specimens. A 6% performance gap remained between narrow cyanoacrolate coated specimens, when compared against wide specimens. This indicates that edge
stresses are only partially mitigated by the edge treatment applied to the coupon.
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I

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this thesis is to study the influence of edge treatments on the mitigation of
free edge effects and machining damage on composite laminates. Premature failures due to
surface defects are a well known phenomena in composite laminates, and have been studied
using various techniques for several decades. Unfortunately these free edge failures lead to the
characterization of lower strengths, that are not necessarily representative of the bulk laminate
being studied. The accurate development of material allowables is a fundamental aspect of any
successful engineering design; failures in this allowable development lead to overly conservative
or even unsuccessful products. The intention of this study is to demonstrate that through the
appropriate application of edge treatments, the influence of free edges – and the associated
interlaminar tension and shear stresses – can be reduced on composite coupons, without directly
increasing the tensile strength of the coupon.
Successful development of a technique to mitigate fiber dominated edge effects in
composite coupons would lead to a simplified testing process for ensuring quality analysis of
composites in industry. Instead of utilizing complex finite element models, or coupon knockdown factors developed through years of expensive testing, behavior of coupons could be
predicted based upon a bulk laminate – and then simply tested with a technique known to
mitigate edge stresses and the finite width effect. Ultimately, this saves in developmental cost
and time, leading to a more profitable product and on-time delivery.

II

LITERATURE REVIEW

A brief introduction to composite materials
Advanced composite materials were first introduced in the middle of the last century;
however, composite materials have been in use for millennia – for example, the straw mudbricks
utilized for construction by many cultures. In the strictest sense, a composite material can be
defined as any material that is the result of combining two or more distinct individual
components, in which the constituents retain heterogeneous mechanical and chemical properties
[1].These constituents can be divided into two broad categories: matrix and reinforcement.
Reinforcement Phase
As is implied, the reinforcement phase provides the majority of the strength and stiffness
of the composite; most often, reinforcement is in the form of fibers, but can include particulates
and a variety of other geometries. Fiber reinforcements are available in a wide variety of forms;
most notably these include:
unidirectional, woven, rovings,
chopped, and mat, all of which can be
seen in Figure 1 [1]. As the free edge
effect is most prominent in continuous
phase reinforcements, only these will
be considered. Of these, unidirectional
fibers are the most common in the
aerospace industry, and thus merit the
majority of the discussion. Woven

Figure 1: Composite fiber reinforcement types [1]

fibers will be discussed in brief detail.
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The reason that unidirectional fibers are most prevalent in the aerospace industry can
clearly be seen in Figure 2; continuous and unidirectional fibers offer a superior modulus and
overall performance when compared to other systems. While the strength of a unidirectional
fiber is superior to that of a woven material (due to higher volume fraction), woven materials do
have some pronounced benefits. For cases of complex curvature, fabric materials offer better
drape and manufacturing characteristics, and some 2D and 3D woven fabrics can provide
additional interlaminar strength [2].

Figure 2: Relative modulus of various fiber systems [2]
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Matrix Phase
The matrix, or continuous phase, of a composite is a polymer, metal, or ceramic that
binds the reinforcing phase together. The matrix maintains the orientation of the reinforcement,
transfers loads between them, and protects them from the environment [1]. As an epoxy matrix is
utilized in the experimental portion of this study, metallic and ceramic matrix materials will be
disregarded for the remainder of the discussion.
Thermoset resins are the more commonly used of the two varieties of polymer matrices;
thermoset epoxy resins are particularly prominent in the aerospace industry. Though both
thermoset and thermoplastic resins are composed of polymer chains, the chemistry, processing,
and material characteristics differ greatly. Generally, thermoplastic resins are composed of highmolecular weight polymers, with minimal polymer cross-linking.

Figure 3: Polymer structures of thermoset and thermoplastic materials [1]

In order to achieve a workable viscosity during processing thermoplastic resins must be
at an elevated temperature, commonly greater than 200°F, but can be in excess of 600°F. Though
thermoplastics may present some processing challenges, they have the advantage of a reversible
4

manufacturing process, and can be partially or fully repaired through the application of heat.
Thermoset materials, on the other hand, are formed through a one-way manufacturing process.
Thermoset precursors are short, low molecular weight polymer chains that join to form a higher
molecular weight polymer through cross-linking during the application of heat, UV light, or
other energy sources. They are favored in the industry due to their superior manufacturing
qualities (such as fiber wettability, viscosity, etc.) It is noteworthy to mention that in some cases,
thermoplastic resins can be processed in a prepolymer stage, resulting in a thermoplastic resin –
but that can be processed similarly to a thermoset [2]. A diagram demonstrating the basic
chemical structures is shown in Figure 3.
One of the most common flaws in a thermoset composite is the development of voids and
porosity in the matrix. Porosity locally induces stress concentrations, and can act as a crack
nucleation site. Voids can be introduced into the material by the manufacturing process
(insufficient vacuum, etc.), or through generation of volatile gases during the curing process.
Polyimide and phenolic resins are well known to be particularly susceptible to off-gassing during
cure [1]. In a prior study, it was demonstrated that the presence of voids significantly reduces the
interlaminar tension strength of a laminate [3].
Composites
There are many composite manufacturing and processing techniques, whose selection is
based on numerous factors, such as: production rates, equipment cost, reliability, required
properties and tolerances. To simplify, composite manufacturing can be divided into a pair of
broad categories, from which they can be refined further: manual and automated. Hand-laid
composites are a relatively low tech method – and are common lab practice. Hand laid plies can
be dry fiber/fabric, or utilize a prepreg material. Automated techniques almost exclusively utilize
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prepreg material, and simulate the hand-laid process, although with great precision. A variety of
prepreg materials are available for consumption by this equipment, including filaments, tows,
tape, and slit tape.
Prepreg materials are common, as they typically offer superior performance when
compared to a composite fabricated using a dry fiber material. This is because the wetting of the
fibers with the matrix material is carefully controlled during production of the prepreg material
[2]. The simplest explanation of a prepreg material is that it is a partially cured composite, in
which the resin has been advanced to the B-stage of its cure cycle. At this stage, the resin
material is a tacky semisolid, which remains pliable and capable of sticking to itself and tooling
surfaces; however, the resin will naturally continue curing – and must be frozen for long-term
storage [1].
In order to minimize porosity during curing, uniform pressure is applied to the laminate
through the use of a vacuum bag. This can be done with or without caul plates (used to generate
smoother bag side surfaces). Most commonly, this is performed in an autoclave curing cycle.
Effectively, an autoclave is a pressurized chamber that increases the differential pressure
between the laminate inside the vacuum bag, and its environment [1]. While the use of an
autoclave is recommended – as it can produce a higher quality laminate, with reduced porosity –
it is not absolutely necessary. Many out-of-autoclave materials have been developed, and some
materials can be cured either with or without the usage of an autoclave.

6

Testing standards
ASTM Standards
The basis for a successfully laboratory test campaign must be the application of rigorous
and repeatable testing standards. Across many industries, ASTM standards have been recognized
as providing a reliable experimental guide. This includes the manufacturing of composites;
ASTM standards exist for the testing of mechanical properties, as well as the measurement of the
specimens and characterization of their void content and chemical compositions. While these
standards are a useful guide, at a certain point it becomes necessary to depart from them. A
summary of the standards similar to the testing conducted is presented below, such that the
reader may have an understanding of the industry state of the art – and why a departure from that
standard was pursued.
ASTM D3039 provides a standardized method for characterizing the tensile strength
properties of a polymer matrix composite. These test are conducted to determine the ultimate
tensile strength and ultimate tensile strength of a material – including configured laminates. The
general experimental procedure laid out in ASTM D3039 forms the basis of this project’s
experimental method. Of particular note in this standard is that it does not recommend the
application of tabs, unless premature failure in the grips is an overly common occurrence. The
standard also recommends that the one should “assure that the specimen contains a sufficient
number of the fibers in the cross section to be statistically representative of the bulk
material.”Accurate representation of the bulk material is a key factor in this test, and in fact, the
standard also cautions that “lower stiffnesses are observed as a result of edge softening in
laminates containing off-axis plies. Because of this, the strength and modulus for angle ply
laminates can be drastically underestimated” [4]. In other words, it well known that the industry
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standard method of testing the tensile strength of a configured laminate drastically
underestimates the true strength of the bulk laminate due to edge effects.
More detail on the free edge effect and its influence will be provided later; however, in
summary free edges induce out of plane loads into the structure. ASTM D5528–01, ASTM
D6115, and ASTM D6671 were all developed to study these out-of-plane loads through Mode I
and Mode II failure mechanisms. While these tests are useful for determining the interlaminar
strengths of a composite material, they require special preparation, and provide little insight into
the influence of edge effects on tensile strength as tested in ASTM D3039. In order to backcalculate a true laminate strength, the influence of the free edge effect must be determined.
ASTM D6415 approaches this experimental necessity. ASTM D6415 establishes a test
method for four-point bend testing of composite laminates. This test is utilized to develop the
interlaminar tension of a material; however, this calculation is strictly limited to unidirectional
laminates. Once again, the testing standard cautions against testing of a configured laminate due
to the influence of the free edge effect [5]. In a prior study, tests were conducted using ASTM
D6415 methodology on a configured laminate. Results, though promising, proved to include
many complex interactions between the part geometry and edge effects of the configured
laminate [6] [7].
NASA Edge Delamination Test
The ideal test methodology would utilize a specimen of simple, well defined geometry,
and utilize a simple and well understood test. NASA-TM-86433 is a method first reported in
1985 that satisfies both of these criteria. While the test does require a specially configured
laminate, it is conducted via a simple tension test on a rectangular coupon.
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The NASA-TM-86433 Edge Delamination Test (EDT) provides a means of comparing
the interlaminar fracture toughness of materials. However, there are significant concerns with
utilizing these fracture toughness values for anything other than direct comparisons, as the
accuracy of the measurement is compromised by the nature of the crack formation. Due to the
configuration of the laminate, the specimen will delaminate at relatively low strains, adjacent to
one of the central 90 degree plies. In addition to visible observation of crack formation, this
delamination is also characterized by a significant change in the load-deflection curve. During
the NASA testing regime, three different basic configurations were tested: a pure Mode-I
configuration with mid-plane Teflon inserts, a mixed-Mode with Teflon inserts, and a mixedMode configuration without inserts. The principals of the mixed-Mode configuration without
inserts were followed for this study. [8]
The NASA EDT test procedure was conducted using multiple graphite epoxy composite
materials. The following laminates were tested: [30/-302/30/90n]S, [35/-35/0/90]S, and [35/0/35/90]S. Coupons of various dimensions were extracted from 12 inch by 12 inch panels.
Specimens were 5 or 10 inches in length, and either 0.5, 1.0, or 1.5 inches in width. Testing was
conducted at ambient laboratory temperature and humidity. Specimens were loaded until failure
was indicated by an abrupt shift in the load deflection curve, with strain being measured through
use of an extensometer. Contribution of thermal and moisture effects were found to be minimal
in a typical laboratory environment, for toughened-matrix composites. [8]
From basic laminated plate theory, we know that interlaminar fracture toughness, Gc, can
be expressed as:
=

2

(

−
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where ELAM is the laminate modulus, and E * is the modulus of a laminate with a fully
delaminated interface. This is then used to model the laminate as three sub-laminates following
delamination, which are loaded in parallel. Assuming a planar and uniform delamination for a
[30/-302/30/90]S laminate, this equation can be derived to [8]:
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Several key insights can be taken from the results of the NASA EDT study. GI values
measured through mixed-mode testing was higher than GIC values as measured by tests utilizing
Teflon inserts, though data showed more significant scatter. It was also determined that a single
pair of mid-plane 90 degree plies is optimal, as inclusion of multiple pairs leads to extensive
matrix cracking prior to delamination – and thus an inaccurate measurement. Coupon size also
had a significant influence on measured interlaminar fracture toughness; 10 inch coupons failed
prematurely when compared to 5 inch coupons. This is explained by the inclusion of additional
curvature and defects in larger specimens. The conclusion of the NASA study was that the EDT
test provides a test method with a simple loading mechanism, avoids the necessity of measuring
the size of delaminations, and provides an objective method of comparing interlaminar fracture
while producing data that is comparable to other methods. [8]
All of these characteristics make the NASA EDT methodology an ideal candidate for the
comparative evaluation on the effectiveness of edge treatments on mitigating out-of-plane stress
and delamination behaviors. Specifically, the elimination of complex geometry and simplistic
test mechanism make this a particularly ideal candidate for preliminary studies of edge effect
behavior.
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The free edge effect
Free edge delamination – and its influence on coupon strength – is not a new
phenomenon. Early belief was that this phenomenon is the result of a variation of the in-plane
shear compliance matrix between adjacent plies of varying orientation; this became the first
theoretical model of free edge delamination, introduced by Hayashi in 1967. Experimental
studies of this model led to the
discovery of interlaminar tension –
and introduction of new models by
Pipes and Pagano in the early
1970s. The phenomena has been
studied with increasing regularity
since. One of the most common
methods of studying the free edge

Figure 4: Part features causing out-of-plane loads

effect has been through application of finite element methods, beginning in the late 1970s.
Although the results of these studies have provided insight into the mechanisms of free edge
delamination, doubt remains on the accuracy of these models, the validity of the fracture models
being applied, and the influence other cracking modes have during delamination [9].
However, it is well understood that free-edge delamination is the result of a combination
of interlaminar normal and shear stresses. Interlaminar normal stresses result in stable crack or
delamination growth; interlaminar shear stresses, on the other hand, can result in sudden and
catastrophic failure [10]. The influence of the free edge effect is typically isolated to within a
distance equivalent to the thickness of the laminate from the boundary [1].
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Fiber Orientation and Free Edges
The free-edge effect is principally caused by a Poisson’s mismatch between adjacent
plies. While hypothetically, Poisson’s mismatch (and thus interlaminar stresses) would be largest
for the largest orientation difference (90 degrees), Poisson’s mismatch between plies is not the
sole factor in determining the risk for delamination. The free edge stress state is highly
dependent upon the total configured laminate and global stress state of the specimen. For
example, an unbalanced laminate may either induce interlaminar normal stresses that are either
tensile or compressive – depending on the direction of the imbalance. Additionally, angle ply
laminates will more effectively transfer loading to the free edges than cross-ply laminates, and
will thus experience more severe free edge behaviors [1].
Although the behavior of
unidirectional fibers is of primary
concern in this study, the differences
in behavior observed in woven fabric
composites warrants a brief
discussion. The free-edge of a woven
composite exhibits significantly more
complex behaviors than a
unidirectional fiber; this is due to the
periodic geometry of the fiber
undulations. In a study by Whitcomb
et al., the influence of edge effects

Figure 5: Influence of free-edge position relative to
plain-weave geometry [11]

was analytically studied for a variety
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of laminate configurations. A known delamination behavior caused by Poisson’s mismatch of
plain weave and unidirectional tape materials was used to cause delamination onset. It was
analytically determined that the position of the free-edge cutting plane relative to the weave
architecture exhibited an influence on the interlaminar tension stresses, as can be seen in Figure
5. Correlation to an experimental model has not been conducted, due to the complication of
extracting representative coupons [11].
The Influence of Surface Texture
Many studies on the free-edge effect and machining damage have been conducted over
the decades, that attempted to directly correlate the surface texture of the material at the free
edge to the static and dynamic performance of the specimen. While it is now well understood
that free edge damage resulting from machining (such as fiber/matrix debonding, delamination,
or fiber pullout) are detrimental to performance, the mechanism of this degradation is not
obvious. Most models are derived from the principal equations of a simple, small notch on the
surface of the specimen, whose stress concentration factor can be expressed by the equation
below [12].

=1+2

However, this expression does not adequately account for the global surface topography
of the specimen surface – it simply assumes the presence of an isolated notch. As roughness
provides a measurement of both the severity and density of a notch, a closer approximation
(known as the Neuber rule) was found to be:

=1+
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An alternative equation was proposed by Nuismer and Whitney, calculating both local
point stress and a global average stress; however, their criteria required the expression to be
produced in terms of a specific notch geometry, which is only possible for hypothetical
applications [13]. In fact, the Nuismer and Whitney models predict that for increasingly small
notches (of an order of magnitude typical of a machined surface) no performance degradation
would be expected – clearly contradicting experimental evidence to the contrary [12].
Models based upon Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics have also been proposed over the
years, notably by Cruse, Mar, and Lin [14] [15]. While notable in that they directly correlated the
specimen performance to the measurement of a single feature of size (crack half-length or peakvalley roughness), neither model was capable of accounting for the presence of multiple defects.
One of the first models introduced that accounted for the presence of multiple distributed
defects was introduced by Ramulu and Arola in 1999 [12]. Their model accounts for the
influence of the average, peak-valley, and ten-point roughness parameters.
=1+
Through an experimental study conducted in conjunction with the development of the
mathematical model (and a series of studies from other researchers that followed), it was found
that the mathematical model accurately predicted experimental results to within 6%. It was
shown that average surface roughness measurements provided an unreliable prediction method;
however, when used in conjunction with a ten-point roughness measurement, results
approximately consistent with experimental were achieved in some cases. The experimental
process also succeeded in invalidating the Mar-Lin and Neuber models for toughened carbon
epoxy materials [16]. In spite of this, it is well understood that any measure of surface roughness
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alone is not sufficient for a completely accurate prediction – as surface roughness measurements
ignore the presence of any subsurface
damages [17].
Although surface roughness does
not necessarily provide a reliable method
of predicting mechanical performance, it
remains a strong indicator of surface
quality. Sub-surface machining damage
is typically characterized by the presence
of measurable surface damage – or

Figure 6: Variation of surface roughness as a
function of fiber angle [41]

roughness. Roughness measurements
have been observed to be highly dependent on the local orientation of the fiber relative to the cut
edges. Roughness values were observed to be lowest for 30° fibers [18]. The mechanism and
implications of this behavior will be discussed in a later section.
Edge Modification
There are four basic techniques utilized for suppressing edge delamination in a specimen:
modification of the stacking sequence, softening of the free edge boundary, stitching of the
boundary, or addition of a reinforcement to the free surface [19]. As modification of the laminate
stacking sequence would invalidate any mechanical testing seeking characteristics for a
particular sequenced laminate, this case will be ignored.
Boundary Softening
Boundary softening is a technique that essentially causes the highest loads to flow
towards the center of a specimen – avoiding the free edges. This can be accomplished in a
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variety of manners. In larger specimens, a laminate can be configured with a different ply
sequence or material near the boundaries. As the principal interest of this study is analysis the
influence on a specific laminate, this case is ignored.
An alternative method, as proposed by Sun and Chu, is to create a series of notches along
the free-edge, controlling the depth and spacing of notches in order to balance the desired
boundary softening with the addition of stress concentrations. When a notch spacing of
approximately 13mm or less was applied (dependent on material and laminate), delamination
failure of specimens was eliminated; however, this technique was also shown to reduce the
ultimate tensile strength of the specimen – due to the introduction of stress concentrators and
reduction in effective net section area [10].
Boundary Stitching
Stitching of free edges has been found to be a
largely ineffective method of treating the challenge of
free-edge behavior. Although stitching has been shown
to arrest delamination growth, it has not yet
demonstrated the capability to stop the onset of
delamination entirely. In a study conducted by
Mignery et al., prior to cure Kevlar threads were
stitched through the thickness of the laminate at known
Figure 7: Free edge stitching of
coupons [20]

locations where specimen free edges would exist.

Laminate configurations were similar to those utilized in the NASA EDT study discussed
previously. While the study consistently demonstrated that delamination growth was arrested as
the growth approached the stitching line, the addition of stitching had an inconsistent influence
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on the ultimate tensile behavior of the specimens. For some laminate configurations the ultimate
tensile strength was increased, while for others it was decreased [20]. The phenomena causing
this inconsistent behavior was not identified.
Boundary Reinforcement
While one of the most common boundary reinforcement techniques was edge wrapping,
Chan et al. approached the problem of edge delamination through the application of a thin layer
of a ductile adhesive layer. This approach was followed, as it was well understood at the time
that for metal-bonded structures, the delamination characteristics of a brittle adhesive would be
similar to those of a ductile adhesive when a thin outer-layer of ductile adhesive was applied.
This theory was tested for the
first time on composites using
tensile specimens from a pair
of laminates configured by
NASA for matrix and fiber
dominated properties.
Laminates tested were
[±302/90/ 90 ]S a matrix
dominated laminate, and
[±35/0/90]S, a fiber dominated
laminate. A layer of adhesive

Figure 8: Delay of delamination through inclusion of
adhesive layers [19]

film was placed on each side of the central group of 90 degree plies during lay-up. As can be
seen in Figure 8, the inclusion of an adhesive layer in these test clearly delayed delamination
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onset; all specimens including an adhesive layer suppressed delamination until final specimen
failure.
Not only did the inclusion of an adhesive layer between critical plies suppress
delamination, it also created a larger shear-lag zone – and acted as a delamination and crack
growth arrester [19]. In a similar experimental procedure, Sun and Zhou demonstrated that
application of an adhesive layer to the free edge could also provide an improvement in laminate
strength – particularly for laminates dominated by interlaminar shear behaviors. In fact, it was
shown that the in-plane strength of a configured angle laminate could achieve the equivalent
strength of a unidirectional specimen [21].

Edge Machining
In order to reliably design and certify a large-scale composite component, utilization of
small scale coupon testing is critical. These coupons are used in the development of design
allowables that are used in the initial development phase of a project (such as material modulus
and other physical characteristics), as well as in the certification phase of a program (in which
they are extracted and tested to certify that requirements have been met). While extracted
specimens may vary in size, laminate configuration, and test set-up, they all share one common
trait: they are extracted from a larger laminate via a machining operation.
This presents two challenges. First, the free edge effect will have a larger influence on the
overall behavior of an extracted specimen (as the percentage of the specimen that the free edge
influences is now larger). Additionally, all machining processes introduce some form of damage.
Without properly mitigating or accounting for these influences, coupon testing may lead to an
underestimate of material performance properties. To complicate matters further, as can be seen
in Figure 9, different machining techniques have different influences on mechanical behavior.
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Although having a stronger part than predicted may appear beneficial, in some industries (such
as aviation), the additional mass of this overdesign has significant performance drawbacks for
the overall product [17].

Figure 9: Deviations in mechanical performance due to variations in machining [23]
General Machining
ASTM guidelines [4] caution that improper machining practices are known to cause
significant scatter in data. Previous issues of the ASTM standards included instructions for
extraction of specimens – directing that coupons be rough extracted oversized, and then final
machined by fine milling to the correct dimensions. Most machining damage can be broadly
summarized by two categories: mechanical and thermal damage. Mechanical damage can be
introduction of surface damages such as roughness or waviness, chip formation, or even sub19

surface damage such as fiber pullout. Thermal damage is the result of a heat affected zone
caused by a lack of coolant. The effect of this thermal damage can be significant on the overall
performance of a specimen, but appears to have little influence on development of delamination
[17]. As delamination behavior is not influenced – and appropriate machining techniques
prevents this damage – thermal damage to specimens will not be considered further.
As stated previously, a measurement of surface roughness does not provide sufficient
data to determine edge quality – as this measurement will ignore the presence of sub-surface
damages. Observations of the influence of machining damage on delamination and mechanical
performance have been consistent across a variety of composite materials, as varied as including
both thermoset and thermoplastic matrices [17].
Multiple factors have a large influence on machining induced degradation. Foremost
among these are the material and type of extraction method utilized. Although countless
extraction techniques exist, nearly all involve mechanical trimming. Diamond saw and abrasive
water jet cutting techniques will be explored in further detail later.
Fiber orientation relative to the cutting direction plays a profound role in the mode of
edge damage introduced. In a study by Ghidossi et al., it was observed that for carbide and PCD
cutting tools, +45° fibers were prone to uncut fibers protruding from edges, while -45° fibers
exhibited significant surface roughness. Interestingly, the damage to +45° fibers was independent
of cutting speed, while damage to the -45° fibers was highly dependent [17].
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Figure 10: Delamination relative to cutter path for a worn tool [40]

In a follow-up study, Ghidossi established a more refined model of the relation between
fiber orientation, machining chip formation, and introduction of edge damages. The mechanism
of chip formation for unidirectional fibers was divided into three basic categories:


θ = 0°– Mode I opening with shear failure at the fiber/matrix interface



0 < θ ≤ 75° - Primary formation by shearing of fibers, with a secondary shearing at the
fiber/matrix interface



90° ≤ θ - Mode I opening along the fiber/matrix interface, with subsequent shear failure
of the fiber.
It was observed that a +30° orientation provided the most consistent statistical results

during mechanical testing. A +15° orientation exhibited more significant damage as either
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cutting speed or feed rate were
increased – with damage principally
being surface pitting due to fiber
removal; on the other hand, -15° fibers
were defect free at low speeds, while
exhibiting matrix cracking at higher
speeds. Feed rate had an influence on
+45° fibers, which exhibited
protrusions of uncut fibers, along with
fiber/matrix debonding that extended
into sub-surface damage. -45° fibers

Figure 11: Chip formation of composites [22]

presented defects similar to those of
+45° fibers [22].
Diamond saw
Diamond saw trimming is one of the most common techniques for coupon extraction. A
diamond saw is simply a rotary saw blade, which utilizes a diamond coated tooling surface. In
order to avoid the introduction of a heat-affected zone, diamond saw cutting is often used in
conjunction with coolant flow.
Diamond saw cut specimens exhibit many of the same surface defects as described in the
previous section. Fiber pull-out is common, especially for negative fiber orientations [23]. One
of the principal challenges of diamond saw cutting is tool wear. Due to the extremely high
hardness of typical fiber materials, tools tend to quickly wear out [24]. As can be seen in Figure
10, dull cutting tools tend to produce significant delaminations during trimming operations. Not
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surprisingly, it has also been shown that grit size of the saw has a strong influence on the quality
of surface produced. For composite specimens, a grit size of 50 or higher is strongly advised
[24].
The surface morphology of specimens trimmed with diamond saw cutters is relatively
consistent. Specimens tend to exhibit a uniform macroscopic surface, with inclusion of a minor
irregular grooving pattern. The surface roughness is wholly dependent on the grit size of the
cutter – and is independent of other machining parameters such as feed-rate. Delamination of
surface plies was not observed in any of the studies considered [24].
Abrasive water jet
Abrasive waterjet cutting, as the name implies, is simply material removal via a high
velocity abrasive stream, composed of a mixture of water and abrasive particles. Pressure, flowrate, cutting speed, and abrasive medium are among some of the process variables associated
with this technique.
In a study by Howarth and Strong, tensile specimens were extracted from a laminate
using laser cutting and abrasive waterjet techniques. It was shown that laser cutting techniques
exhibited a pronounced edge effect – likely due to a heat affected zone at trimmed surfaces. The
edge effect of abrasive waterjet cutting, on the other hand, was material dependent. For aramid
composites, an edge effect was observed to be present, while for GFRP abrasive waterjet cutting
was observed not to have a significant influence on edge defects [25]. Delamination is one of the
most common defects observed. If improper cutting technique is used, back-face delamination
can often occur [23].
Surface morphology of abrasive waterjet trimmed composite specimens is similar to
those of other materials trimmed in a similar fashion; morphology is marked by striations, which
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increase in severity with laminate thickness. Especially for thicker laminates, the surface
morphology can be divided into three basic zones: the initial impact zone, cutting wear zone, and
deformation wear zone. Although the material removal mechanism is identical in all three zones,
surface finish quality varies – and each zone possesses a typical defect. At the initial impact
zone, linear abrasions are commonly observed in the surface texture. In the cutting wear zone,
fiber pull-out and micro-cracking at the fiber/matrix interface has been observed. Finally, in the
deformation wear zone, delamination and transverse ply fracture are commonly observed. The
probability of defect introduction is considered to be higher for abrasive water jet cutting than for
diamond saw cutting, due to the increase in process variability [26].
Non-Destructive Inspections
As even minor defects can have catastrophic impact on the performance of a composite
part, ensuring that a part is of acceptable quality is critical. As simply testing a part to failure to
ensure it meets design criteria is not an accept approach, techniques have been developed to
correlate observable qualities to part performance. These measurements all fall under the scope
of non-destructive inspection.

Figure 12: Non-Destructive Inspection using a through-transmission
ultrasonic technique [1]
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A typical inspection will be looking for evidence of porosity, voids, delaminations, and
other defects. Some may be observed with a simple visual inspection (either unaided or through
use of microscopy), while other defects require more specialized equipment. Although
techniques, such as radiographic X-ray or thermographic inspections, exist for specialized
purposes – they are infrequently utilized. The most common technique is ultrasonic inspection.
There are several varieties of ultrasonic inspection (such as through transmission or pulse echo
measurement), though the basic principal is the same for all techniques. As illustrated in Figure
12, ultrasonic inspection techniques measure the transmission of an ultrasonic signal through the
part. The presence of delaminations, voids, FOD, or other defects will eliminate or attenuate the
transmission of the signal – and will be displayed on the read-out. Signals are reported in terms
of dB loss [1]. Although some part features (such as ply ramps) can introduce false indications of
defects, knowledgeable inspectors are capable of avoiding this (or simply locally measuring with
an alternative technique).
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III

Materials & Methodology

Materials


Cytec Cycom X5320 T40/800 material (MSDS 0038213), supplied in a 12” wide
roll, was used for layup of specimens.



Acetone was utilized to clean lay-up tool surfaces and work areas.



Details for ancillary curing materials (release film, breather, vacuum bag, etc.) are
not available, as curing was conducted in a laboratory off-site – the details of
which are proprietary.



Technical details of the oven utilized for curing are also proprietary.



Specimens were measured using digital calipers (Fowler EDP# 13530).



Specimens were tested using a 22kip MTS Alliance RF/100 tensile testing
machine.



Cyano-acrolate (MSDS Reference 158592, manufactured under trade name
‘Loctite Extra Time Control Super Glue) was utilized for edge treatments.
o Manufacturer’s listed minimum tensile shear bond strength: 5.5 MPa [27]



Epoxy (MSDS IDH Reference 1442491, manufactured under trade name ‘Loctite
Epoxy Plastic Bonder’) was utilized for edge treatments of specimens.
o Manufacturer’s listed minimum tensile shear bond strength: 20.0 MPa [28]



A ‘KNF Lab Filtration Pump’, model UN816.1.2 KT.45P was used, attached to a
vacuum chamber, during the edge treatment process.



A “Sharpie Metallic Silver Permanent Marker” (MSDS #39100) marker, was
utilized for all material and specimen marking.
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Lay-up
A total of five laminates were prepared, utilizing three distinct ply lay-ups;
[30/-302/30/90]S, [45/-452/45/90]S, and [04/90]S. The quantity of each laminate necessary was
determined as per Table 1.
Table 1: Test matrix for lay-up of laminates
Sample Size

Coupons

1
1
1

1
0
1

5
4
3

15
8
9

900 EDT

1

1

1

3

9

0/90

±45

30

-30

2

0

4

4

[45,-45,-45,45,90]S

2

8

0

0

18
12
18

[04, 90]S

10

0

0

0

18

[30,-30,-30,30,90]S

Laminates

Epoxy

1
1
1

Specimens
per Laminate

Cyano-Acrolate

30 EDT
30 EDTW
45 EDT

Laminate

Bare

Per Laminate

Test Type

Edge

3
1
1

A single laminate of the ±45°(45EDT) and 0/90° (900EDT) configuration was sufficient
to produce all necessary coupons. Three laminates of the ±30° (30EDT/30EDTW) configuration
were produced, though only two were necessary for this testing. This was done in order to allow
for sufficient laminates for this series of diamond saw testing – as well as potential follow-on
testing utilizing a water-jet on the same laminate. For this same reason, as well as ease of
manufacture, the ±45° and 0/90° laminates are double the size necessary for this series of tests.
In total, 6.05E6 mm2 (65 ft2) of material was necessary to produce all five panels; this
accounts for an approximate 30% material wastage rate, due to positioning of angled plies on the
material roll. The lay-up process followed a relatively standardized – and common – hand lay-up
methodology, detailed below. Deviations from a standard process (particularly lack of vacuum
applied immediately following lay-up) were the result of malfunctioning equipment.
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The roll of Cytec Cycom X5320 T40/800 material
was removed from the storage freezer, and allowed to
normalize to room temperature for one hour. Ply boundaries
were then marked on the roll, utilizing a metallic silver
Sharpie marker. All measurements were taken using
measuring tape, and all angles were marked using a drafting
triangles. As the material is supplied in a roll equal in width
to the dimensions of the panels, only the 0° and 90° plies
could be produced as a single piece. It was necessary to
produce ±45°, 30°, and -30° plies utilizing a butt splice,
optimizing splice placement to minimize material wastage.
Once plies were marked, they were trimmed from the roll
using a pair of scissors, and sorted into piles of their
respective orientations.
Lay-up was conducted on a piece of tool steel,
prepared using acetone. Each ply was laid down, smoothed
by hand, and then compacted using a hand roller. The paper
backing was then removed before placing the next ply. In
cases where a ply had a butt-splice, the paper backing of the
first half of the ply was removed prior to applying the
second piece. Completed laminates were then wrapped and
sealed in a vacuum bag, in order to transfer off-site for
curing.
Figure 13: Hand lay-up process
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Cure
CYCOM 5320 has a relatively flexible cure cycle, and was designed for out-of-autoclave
processes [29]. It was developed from 977-3 epoxy resin, which was enginereed to avoid
porosity and increase fiber volume fraction [30]. Debulking processes are not required for 5320,
and are only recommended by the manufacturer for parts with complex curvature; however, a
vacuum hold cycle ranging from 4 to 16 hours is recommended prior to cure [31].
The panels were cured in a single batch in a large oven. All laminates were placed on
clean tool steel curing plates, and bagged utilizing laboratory standard ancillary materials and
processes. Curing occurred approximately 72 hours following completion of lay-up (well within
the remaining out-time of the material). 5320 material systems have several possible cure-cycles;
the following cure cycle was used, as it matches that used in previously produced baseline
studies:
1. Apply full vacuum, and hold for 16 hours.
2. Ramp 3-5 °F/min to 250 °F and hold for 120 minutes.
3. Ramp 3-5 °F/min to 360 °F and hold for 120 minutes.
4. Release vacuum, and cool to room temperature.

Temperature (°F)

5320 Cure Cycle
400
300
200
100
0
0

50

100

150

200

250

Time (min)

Figure 14: Cure cycle of CYCOM 5320 material
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NDI Testing
In order to ensure that testing was conducted on quality laminates, all laminates produced
were sent for NDI testing by technicians at the National Institute for Aviation Research. The
resulting images can be seen below, in Figure 15 and Figure 16. There were no clear indications
of porosity, foreign object debris (FOD), or voids in the laminate. Although a full data-set
containing a scale or indicating decibel loss was not provided, based on the discretion of the
professional NDI technician and images provided, it was determined that the panels were of
suitable quality for testing.

Figure 15: NDI results from [30/-302/30/90]s laminates

Figure 16: NDI results from [45/-452/45/90]s and [04/90]s
laminates
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Coupon fabrication
Coupons were extracted from the panels utilizing a rotary diamond saw. Extraction began
with a trim of the laminate periphery. Each laminate was then split lengthwise – with coupons
extracted from one half, and the other half retained for potential future testing utilizing a waterjet as the extraction mechanism. Quantities and nominal dimensions of coupons extracted by
diamond saw are shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Nominal dimensions of test specimens
30EDT.DS.XX.X Series
30EDTW.DS.XX.X Series
45EDT.DS.XX.X Series
900EDT.DS.XX.X Series

Nominal Width
(mm)
25.4
38.1
25.4
25.4

Nominal Thickness
(mm)
2
2
2
2

Quantity
15
8
9
9

Following extraction, loose fibers were present on the edge of many specimens. These
fibers were trimmed away, using a utility knife. All specimens were then washed in DI water to
remove carbon dust, towel dried, and then air dried in a laboratory environment for 24 hours.
The specimens were then assessed for post-extraction quality. First, a visual inspection
was conducted, specifically inspecting for back-face delaminations and other errors that may
have been introduced by the extraction tools. Subsequently, the specimens were measured using
digital calipers. Five width measurements were taken along the length of the specimen, as well as
three thickness measurements. These measurements are shown in Table 3.
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Coupons were then divided into their experimental groupings, and marked with a unique
identifier. All narrow (25.4mm) coupon series were divided into three groups of equal number:
bare, cyano-acrolate, and epoxy edge treatment groupings. The wide specimens (38.1mm) were
divided into two equal groups: bare and cyano-acrolate edge treatments.
Edge treatments for cyano-acrolate and epoxy specimens were then applied, via the
following procedure:
1. Edge treatment was applied in a linear bead along one cut edge of the coupon.
2. This bead was then spread out in order to smooth.
3. Specimen is placed in vacuum chamber,
4. Specimen is held under vacuum at 5 inHg for double the manufacturer’s listed cure time
a. 10 minutes for cyano-acrolate
b. 20 minutes for epoxy
5. Specimen is removed and allowed to dry for a minimum of 12 hours
6. Treatment is repeated for the remaining cut edge
It is important to note that cyano-acrolate does not cure while under vacuum – its
chemical curing reaction requires the presence of moisture in the air. As such, once vacuum was
removed from cyano-acrolate specimens, they were allowed to remain in the vacuum chamber
for an additional 20 minutes prior to removal.
Specimens were then cleaned to remove any excess edge treatment materials that had
flowed onto the face of the specimens.
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Mechanical test regime
All specimens were tested using a 22kip MTS Alliance RF/100 tensile test machine.
Tabs were not applied to any specimens. Due to specimen geometry, neither strain gages nor
extensometers were utilized. Testing was conducted in a laboratory standard environment, at
ambient temperature and humidity levels.
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IV

Results

Measurement & Caliper data
Measurement data is presented in Table 3. There was variation in both width and
thickness of all specimens; the average values were utilized for all stress calculations. Standard
deviations were also calculated for each series; 300EDT and 45EDT specimens demonstrate
relatively consistent widths, while 900EDT series specimens were of poor consistency.
Table 3: Multi-point width and thickness measurements of test specimens.
30EDT.DS.B.1
30EDT.DS.B.2
30EDT.DS.B.3
30EDT.DS.B.4
30EDT.DS.B.5
30EDT.DS.EP.1
30EDT.DS.EP.2
30EDT.DS.EP.3
30EDT.DS.EP.4
30EDT.DS.EP.5
30EDT.DS.SG.1
30EDT.DS.SG.2
30EDT.DS.SG.3
30EDT.DS.SG.4
30EDT.DS.SG.5
45EDT.DS.B.1
45EDT.DS.B.2
45EDT.DS.B.3
45EDT.DS.EP.1
45EDT.DS.EP.2
45EDT.DS.EP.3
45EDT.DS.SG.1
45EDT.DS.SG.2
45EDT.DS.SG.3
900EDT.DS.B.1
900EDT.DS.B.2
900EDT.DS.B.3
900EDT.DS.EP.1
900EDT.DS.EP.2
900EDT.DS.EP.3
900EDT.DS.SG.1
900EDT.DS.SG.2
900EDT.DS.SG.3
300EDT Std Dev
45EDT Std Dev
900EDT Std Dev

W1

W2

W3

W4

W5

Wavg

T1

T2

T3

Tavg

28.12
27.72
24.56
27.32
27.84
27.3
25.41
28.58
26.5
25.85
26.82
26.91
26.2
26.77
25.49
26.73
28.33
25.59
26.38
26.66
26.2
27.44
26.18
25.95
24.44
23.67
25.17
28.01
25.47
29.08
26.26
26.59
23.5

27.73
27.52
24.73
26.95
27.93
27.04
25.39
27.7
26.4
25.88
26.87
26.29
26.26
26.81
25.55
26.72
27.88
25.5
26.23
26.57
26.1
27.32
25.83
25.7
25.12
24.46
26.19
28.94
23.87
29.19
26.31
27.49
23.72

27.66
27.46
24.99
26.83
28.02
26.93
25.63
26.89
26.58
25.95
27
26.12
26.46
27.04
25.63
26.88
27.73
25.51
26.12
26.53
26.17
27.35
25.97
25.71
24.89
25.5
26.46
29.79
23.3
29.09
26.23
28.14
23.74
0.888
0.738
2.201

27.48
27.23
25.24
26.8
28.07
26.74
25.56
25.96
26.52
26.01
27.03
26.04
26.55
27.1
25.78
26.8
27.73
25.42
26.04
26.31
26.16
27.09
25.93
25.6
26.31
26.98
27.2
30.43
23.02
28.88
26.09
28.58
23.28

27.45
27.26
25.62
26.7
28.45
26.69
25.91
25.19
26.88
26.28
27.33
26
26.99
27.4
25.98
27.11
27.61
25.46
26.15
26.34
26.28
27.09
25.9
25.61
26.55
27.54
28.32
30.66
22.69
28.54
25.64
29.05
23.79

27.688
27.438
25.028
26.92
28.062
26.94
25.58
26.864
26.576
25.994
27.01
26.272
26.492
27.024
25.686
26.848
27.856
25.496
26.184
26.482
26.182
27.258
25.962
25.714
25.462
25.63
26.668
29.566
23.67
28.956
26.106
27.97
23.606
0.823
0.760
2.118

1.98
1.97
1.97
1.98
2.03
2.08
2.01
1.99
2.02
1.99
1.98
2.01
1.95
2.02
1.97
1.95
2.03
1.99
2
1.99
1.99
1.93
1.98
1.97
1.98
2.01
1.96
1.93
1.94
1.96
1.95
2.01
1.93

1.98
1.97
2.05
2.02
2
1.96
2.01
2.06
2
2
2.01
2.03
1.96
2.03
1.98
1.97
2.02
1.99
2.01
1.97
1.97
2.01
1.98
2.03
1.96
1.96
1.95
1.96
1.96
1.93
1.95
1.97
1.96
0.0314
0.0274
0.0245

1.99
1.98
2
2
1.99
2.05
2
2.01
2.04
2.03
2.01
2.05
2.04
2.06
1.95
2.02
1.97
1.93
1.99
1.97
2.02
1.99
1.95
1.97
1.97
2
1.98
1.95
1.92
1.95
1.95
2.01
1.98

1.98
1.97
2.01
2.00
2.01
2.03
2.01
2.02
2.02
2.01
2.00
2.03
1.98
2.04
1.97
1.98
2.01
1.97
2.00
1.98
1.99
1.98
1.97
1.99
1.97
1.99
1.96
1.95
1.94
1.95
1.95
2.00
1.96
0.0209
0.0132
0.0199
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Mechanical Testing
Raw data was extracted from the tensile test machine in terms of applied force (lbf) and
machine extension (in). It is important to note that machine extension does not directly
correspond to specimen strain; however, there is a correlation between them. Machine extension
simply measures the movement of the test machine grips; unlike a strain measurement taken by
extensometer or strain gages, it does not account for specimen slippage or settling behaviors of
the test machine.
Shown below, in Figure 17, is the raw data extraction from all 30.EDT.DS Series
coupons. Note that for all coupons, machine extension began at a unique negative value. This
represents an
35000

arbitrary starting
value of the tensile

30000

test machine

25000

position, and cannot

20000

30-B1
30-B2
30-B3
30-B4
30-B5

be correlated to

30-SG1
30-SG2

15000

30-SG3

differences in the

30-SG4

10000

30-SG5

specimens. It can be
5000

30-EP1

observed that all
specimens follow a

30-EP2
0
-0.15

-0.1

-0.05

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

similar load profile
Figure 17: Raw data extraction from all narrow 30° specimens
path; all specimens
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30-EP3

exhibit similar degrees of initial non-linearity (principally due to settling of the grips and minor
slippage of the coupon).
Load and extension data was first converted into SI units, from the raw machine output.
Loads were converted then converted to an average engineering stress, utilizing the average
measured width and thickness for each specimen.
As can be seen in Figure 18, specimen performance remains consistence after conversion
to a stress vs. extension plot. In Figure 18, plots for all narrow 30 degree specimens are shown.
The non-linear relaxation of the specimen is comparable for all test series. Elastic modulus is
also consistent. Prior to ultimate failure, there are several drops in stress; these drops represent
the occurrence of non-catastrophic delaminations.

30 Degree Stress
6.00E+08
30-B1
30-B2

5.00E+08

30-B3
30-B4

Stress (Pa)

4.00E+08

30-B5
30-SG1
30-SG2

3.00E+08

30-SG3
30-SG4

2.00E+08

30-SG5
30-EP1
1.00E+08

30-EP2
30-EP3

0.00E+00

30-EP4
0

0.5

1

1.5
2
2.5
3
Machine Extension (mm)

3.5

4

4.5

Figure 18: Stress vs. Extension plot for all narrow (25.4mm) 30 degree specimens.
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30-EP5

A similar plot was produced for 45EDT series specimens. As with the 30EDT series, the
slack and modulus of all specimens was comparable. The initial trend of specimen
45EDT.DS.B1 was distinct from all other specimens; however, the overall trend of the specimen
remained consistent with the group as a whole. Although the machine extension of 45EDT series
specimens appears to be inconsistent, this trend is irrelevant; the only relevant data trends are
related to the stress performance of the specimens. Unlike the 30EDT series of specimens,
45EDT specimens (regardless of edge treatment) experienced a momentary stress plateau as
extension increased after delamination at occurred at the peak stress value.

45 Degree Stress
2.50E+08

2.00E+08
45-SG1

Stress (Pa)

45-SG2
1.50E+08

45-SG3
45-B1
45-B2

1.00E+08

45-B3
45-EP1
45-EP2

5.00E+07

45-EP3

0.00E+00
0

0.5

1

1.5
2
2.5
Machine Extension (mm)

Figure 19: 45EDT.DS Series stress vs. extension plot
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3

3.5

4

All of the 900EDT series coupons had an unacceptable failure mode (failure origin in the
grips). As such, the data is largely unusable and must be discarded, as it does not provide a
failure mode that is comparable to the other specimens. As such, 900EDT.DS.XX.1 series
coupons were not tested. The results are shown in Figure 20 for reference. Furthermore, a raw
plot of load vs. extension data for 900EDT series coupons is included in Appendix B, Figure B2.
It is noteworthy that mechanical trends, including elastic modulus, were consistent across all
specimens.

90 Degree Stress vs. Extension
1.20E+09

1.00E+09

8.00E+08
Stress (Pa)

90-SG2
90-SG3

6.00E+08

90-B2
90-B3

4.00E+08
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2.00E+08

0.00E+00
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1
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3
4
Machine Extension (mm)

Figure 20: 900EDT.DS Series stress vs. extension plot
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A more useful approach to analyzing the behavior of edge treatments, is to observe the
overall behavior of each series based upon average trends. Figure 21 illustrates the running
average behavior of 30EDT series specimens. It can be seen that elastic modulus is consistent for
all specimens, and machine extension before failure is comparable. Peak stress values for epoxy
and cyano-acrolate treated specimens are higher than the bare edge specimens.
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Figure 21: Running average for each series of narrow 30 degree edge treatments.
The average trends of the 30EDTW and 45EDT series specimens are comparable to those
demonstrated by the narrow 30 degree specimens in Figure 21 (behavior of wide specimens can
be seen in Figure B1). Mechanical behavior of specimens with different specimens is relatively
consistent, with minor deviations in peak stress or machine extension.
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The severity and stress vs. extension position of delamination occurrences can be seen in
Figure 23 and Figure B3 for wide specimens. For 30 degree specimens, it can be observed that
there was no statistically
significant difference in the
magnitudes of specimen
delaminations at ultimate load,
where magnitude is measured
in loss of force in Newtons. All
series of specimens exhibited
minor delaminations prior to
ultimate failure.
45EDT specimens, on
the other hand, demonstrated a
less consistent delamination

Figure 22: Growth of a delamination during testing

behavior. Unlike 30EDT
specimens, delaminations occurred as a series of progressive failures, instead of a single large
event dominating the behavior. Following delamination at ultimate load, 45EDT specimens
exhibited a period of declining performance, as opposed to the catastrophic failures seen in
30EDT and 30EDTW specimens. It is important to note that for 30EDT, 30EDTW, and 45EDT
test specimens, delaminations occurred outside of the grips, and originated from the plies
adjacent to the laminate center-plane, as planned. Prior to ultimate failure, delaminations
propagated along a single plane, remaining between the plies it originated within – as can be
seen in Figure 22, and Apendix A.
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Figure 23: 30EDT and 45EDT delamination position and severity plot
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4

The keystone
to this analysis is the
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Figure 24: Comparison of peak stress values for 30EDT specimens, against
the statistical confidence levels for bare edge specimens.

edge treatments are well outside the envelope of a statistically normal distribution as compared
to the 95% confidence and B-Basis values of a bare specimen. Epoxy specimens, on the other
hand, show significant scatter in their performance – and are largely enveloped by the 95%
confidence interval of the bare specimens.
On the other hand, 45EDT specimens – as shown in Figure 25 – are consistent in their
performance, despite edge treatments applied to specimens. All test values were enveloped
within the 95% confidence interval and B-Basis values of the bare baseline tests. Additional
plots comparing specimen peak stress and machine extension against statistical values is
provided in Appendix B; reference Figure B4, Figure B5, and Figure B6.
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Figure 25: Comparison of peak stress values for 45EDT specimens, against
the statistical confidence levels for bare edge specimens.
Given the statistical scatter in the data, anomalous data was excluded from the results by
filtration. Any value outside the range of the overall average, plus or minus one standard
deviation, was filtered in order to recalculate an average trend behavior. The results were then
filtered for statistical signifance through a statistical T-Test. A T-Test result of 0.05 or less was
deemed to be statistically significant.
Although there were differences demonstrated in the peak stress performance of 45EDT
series specimens (4% improvement for cyano-acrolate, 1% degradation for epoxy), the results of
these tests were not statistically significant. On the other hand, 30EDT specimens demonstrated
statistically significant differences in peak stress when comparing bare and cyano-acrolate coated
specimens, but not between epoxy and bare specimens. As can be seen in Figure 26, the cyanoacrolate treated specimens demonstrated an 11% performance improvement when compared
against the bare baseline. Furthermore, there was a statistically significant difference between the
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cyano-acrolate and epoxy coated specimens; on average, cyano-acrolate coated specimens
outperformed epoxy coated specimens by a 7% margin.
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Figure 26: Statistically filtered average peak stress values for 30EDT series specimens.
Performance of wide (38.1mm) specimens from the 30EDTW series of specimens was
also analyzed, and compared against the 25.4mm specimens. A stress vs. extension plot of
cyano-acrolate coated narrow and wide specimens is shown in Figure 27. A comparison of peak
stress values for wide and narrow 30 degree specimens is shown in Figure 28. A statistically
significant difference exists for peak stress values between narrow and wide specimens;
however, there was no statistically significant deviation between edge treatment performance on
wide specimens.
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Figure 27: Comparison of stress behavior of 30EDT and 30EDTW cyano-acrolate specimens.
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Figure 28: Statistical error associated with 30 Degree peak stress values
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Comparing the statistically filtered averages of narrow specimens to a baseline of the
wide specimen peak stress performance, it can be observed that narrow bare specimens, on
average, failed at a peak stress 21% lower than that of the wide specimens. Similarly, epoxy
specimens failed 17% before the wide specimens. On the other hand, specimens with a cyanoacrolate edge treatment were only outperformed by wide specimens by a margin of 6%. These
results can be observed in Figure 29.
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Figure 29: Comparison of statistically filtered average peak stress values for 30° specimens.
The average performance of the experimental specimens was then compared against the
theoretical performance, using the maximum stress criterion of laminated plate theory – without
accounting for the influence of edge effects. This allows for a comparison against the
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hypothetical peak performance of the specimens – or, in other words – the performance that
could be expected if machining damages and edge stresses were fully mitigated. Material
properties used for calculations were provided by the manufacturer, and are available in Table 4.
Shown below in Figure 30 is a comparison of the analytical prediction (based upon maximum
stress and Tsai-Wu criterion of laminated plate theory) against the statistically filtered average
performance of 25.4mm 30 degree specimens.
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Table 4: Manufacturer's listed material properties Cycom 5320-1 epoxy resin system material. [31]
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Figure 30: Comparison of peak stress values for wide 30° specimens against the theoretical peak
stress of a laminate, based upon the maximum stress and Tsai-Wu criterion of laminated plate
theory.
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The trend demonstrated by comparison against the maximum stress criterion in Figure 30
is comparable to that shown in Figure 29; though the performance gaps shown are slightly larger.
Although the Tsai-Wu criterion predicts failure at a slightly lower stress level than seen in the
experimental results, this is an indication of first ply failure rather than the peak stress at total
laminate failure. Similarly, the analytical prediction was compared against the statistically
filtered average performance of the wide (38.1mm) specimens, as shown in Figure 31, and 45°
specimens as shown in Figure B 7. A slight performance gap remains between the wide
specimens and their theoretical peak performance. Although there was no statistically significant
difference between the performances of the wide specimens, a statistically significant difference
exists between the experimental and analytical performance, as calculated by a Student’s t-test.
For 45° specimens, a comparison of experimental performance and Tsai-Wu failure predictions
shows only a small performance gap of 7%. On the other hand, there is a 29% performance gap
when comparing against the maximum stress criterion.
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Figure 31: Comparison of peak stress values for wide 30° specimens against the theoretical peak
stress of a laminate, based upon the maximum stress and Tsai-Wu criterion of laminated plate
theory.
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V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDED FUTURE WORK

Conclusions
In this study, it was demonstrated that for narrow test specimens of laminate
configuration [30/-302/30/90]s, there is a statistically significant improvement in specimen
performance when coupon machined edges are coated with cyano-acrolate. For laminates of
configuration [45/-452/45/90]s, a statistically significant correlation was not observed; however,
it is unclear if this is due to a lack of influence of edge effects on this laminate, or simply a poor
statistical sample. Epoxy edge treatments did show a performance improvement (3%), given the
number of samples tested, this result is not statistically significant. There was no statistically
significant performance difference between bare and edge coated wide specimens.
If these results are compared against the results of Chan et al., it can be seen that
comparable results are achieved, without the necessity of modification of the basic laminate.
Chan introduced an adhesive ply at the predicted locations of crack deformation prior to panel
curing, and achieved an average improvement of 17% [19]. The approach outlined in this thesis
achieved a net improvement of 11%, for specific configurations – without the need to modify the
lay-up of the laminate. This allows for the application of the technique on test coupons extracted
from any composite part, instead of just specially configured laminates – ultimately, allowing for
this technique to be used as part of a production traceability test regime in an industrial setting.
The minimum shear bond strength of epoxy is much greater than that of cyano-acrolate,
and as such it would be expected to provide a more significant performance improvement – as it
should more effectively transfer the loads of edge stresses. However, the opposite behavior was
observed – with epoxy not providing a statistically significant improvement over bare specimens.
The epoxy was much more viscous during application to the specimen edges, as compared to the
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cyano-acrolate. It is assumed that the low pre-cure viscosity of cyano-acrolate allowed for better
penetration of edge defects and pores, more effectively mitigating the sub-surface damages.
There remains a statistically significant performance difference between narrow and wide
test specimens; even for cyano-acrolate coated specimens, a 6% difference in performance was
observed. This is a clear indication that edge effects are not entirely mitigated, and there remains
capacity for further improvement. Furthermore, none of the experimental specimens achieve the
theoretical performance predicted by the maximum stress criterion of laminated plate theory.
Although the Tsai-Wu criterion predicts a failure stress less than the experimental performance,
this is a comparison of first ply failure against peak stress laminate failure loads. It is important
to note that the analytical methods predicted a matrix tension failure, adjacent to the central 90°
plies, which correlates well to the experimental performance.
This indicates that edge surface damages are not fully mitigated, even for wide
specimens. It is unclear why the cyano-acrolate coating did not improve the performance of wide
specimens. The performance degradation demonstrated in wide cyano-acrolate specimens was
statistically insignificant; however, given the performance gap between the bare and the
analytical prediction, capacity for a performance improvement existed. Inconsistent edge
damages between bare and coated specimens, or simply statistically anomalous performance may
be responsible for this observed performance gap.
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Future Work
As demonstrated in previous studies conducted by Ramulu, it is understood that surface
damage induced by different machining techniques varies greatly [23]. Although the testing
outlined in this thesis demonstrates positive results, all testing is based upon diamond saw
extraction. In order to demonstrate that the influence of edge treatments is not limited to this
technique, it is recommended that this procedure be repeated utilizing different methods of
extraction (particularly water-jet cutting), as well as including larger statistical samples.
Testing of additional edge treatments – such as a GFRP scarf or tabs applied to free edges
of specimens is recommended. An alternative is the application of a ductile metallic foil to the
edge of specimens. It is unclear what effect these techniques would have, as the primary
mechanism of performance improvement is via load transfer within the matrix. However, as
crack propagation of the edge treatment was observed for all specimen series, additional
reinforcement for out-of-plane loads may further improve mechanical performance.
Specimens of larger dimensions that could accommodate more advanced measurement
equipment, such as laser extensometers, would also be of great value. It is critical that additional
tests demonstrating that edge treatments don’t inherently increase the strength of a laminate –
and only influence the edge effect behavior – are conducted. An example of this test would be
the application of edge treatments to a specimen known to have limited edge effects present,
such as a unidirectional coupon. Ultimately, a series of testing (tensile, four-point bend, etc.) on
production laminates would be the final step necessary to provide confidence that these results
are not a limited phenomenon; however, the performance difference between treated and
untreated edges is expected to be less in a configured laminate, as the laminate utilized in this
testing exaggerates out-of-plane behaviors.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
Additional Experimental Photographs

Figure A 1: Bag side surface of a 45 degree specimen, prior to trimming of loose fibers from the
edge of the specimen.
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Figure A 2: 30 degree laminate, tool side surface post-extraction of specimens. Note the
roughness of the edges. Some minor back-face delaminations are visually apparent at the edge of
the specimen also.
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Figure A 3: 45 degree laminate, tool side surface post-extraction of specimens. Note the
roughness of the edges. Some minor back-face delaminations are visually apparent at the edge of
the specimen also.
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Figure A 4: Initial delamination propagation in a 45 degree epoxy edge coated specimen. Note
that the epoxy failure is centered about the mid-plane of the laminate; however, crack
propagation within the epoxy edge treatment is non-linear and not restricted to the central plane.
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Figure A 5: Propagation of a delamination in a 45 degree, epoxy edge coated specimen. Not
cleary shown is a localized delamination of the epoxy edge coating from the surface of the
specimen.
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Figure A 6: Significant delamination of a 45 degree epoxy edge coated specimen, immediately
prior to ultimate failure. Note the large width of the delamination, and out-of-plane displacement
of the laminate outward from the central plane (presumed to occur due to an unbalanced sublaminate).
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Figure A 7: A 45 degree epoxy edge coated specimen, following ultimate failure.
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Figure A 8: Ultimate failure of a 30 degree specimen. Note the shear failure and slippage along
the front face of the specimen, coupled with a catastrophic multi-ply failure.
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APPENDIX B
Supplementary Charts & Graphs
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Figure B 1: 50 point running average stress plot of 38.1mm wide , 30EDTW series coupons.
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Figure B 2: Raw data from 900EDT series coupons. Note the sudden loss of load capacity –
representing the occurrence of a failure in the grips of the tensile test machine.
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Wide 30 Degree Delamination Severity
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Figure B 3: Delamination loss in wide (38.1mm) 30EDTW series specimens. The diameter of
bubbles indicates the is scaled to the magnitude (in Newtons) of load less at each step. Although
this is not a direct measurement of crack tip opening, or delamination propagation, it providesa
visual indication of when catastrophic failures occurred.
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Figure B 4: Peak stress values of 30EDTW specimens, compared against the 95% confidence
interval and B-Basis values of bare (top) and cyano-acrolate (bottom) specimens. Note that
specimen scatter was significant for both series of specimens; as such, each series is mostly
included within the statistical envelope of the other.
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Figure B 5: Peak stress and extension values for 30EDT and 30EDTW series coupons.
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30° Peak Stress Cyano-Acrolate Compare
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30° Peak Stress Epoxy Compare
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Figure B 6: Peak stress values of 30EDT specimens, compared against the 95% confidence
interval and B-Basis values of cyano-acrolate (top) and epoxy (bottom) specimens. Note that
specimen scatter was significant for the epoxy series of specimens; as such, each series is
mostly included within the statistical envelope.
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45 Degree Peak Stress Values
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Figure B 7: Comparison of peak stress values for 45° specimens against the theoretical peak stress
of a laminate, based upon the maximum stress and Tsai-Wu criterion of laminated plate theory.
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